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Getinge Online
Anytime. Anywhere.

This document is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.

Improve uptime
in the ICU and OR
Getinge Online connects people, products, services and ideas.
It gives digital access to equipment data, enabling you, your team
and hospital to gain insights and maximize uptime. All to improve
efficiency in the intensive care unit and operating room. Be
proactive, save valuable time and focus on the tasks that matters
most – connect your Servo-u/n/air ventilators and Flow Family
anesthesia machines to Getinge Online.

Equipment data when you need it

By connecting your Getinge devices, you allow your
department to make use of intelligence and knowledge
within equipment. A digital service developed in close
collaboration with our customers, biomeds and clinicians,
to help you transfer and access the data whenever you
want. Wherever you are.
When logging in to your personal web portal,
Getinge Online helps you find and solve service issues
from a distance. It also gives you the possibility to
reach data on how your units are used, i.e. monitoring
the anesthetic agent usage to help you reduce the
environmental footprint. Everything presented
on a role-based dashboard.
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»Getinge Online is rooted in the
insight that connectivity will make a
difference in health care. The idea is
to analyze all available data and gain
insights that will make life easier for
our customers. Together as one,
we’re changing healthcare.»
Annica Jämtén Ericsson, Director Service and Connectivity Strategy at Getinge.

Stay one step ahead and maximize uptime

Getinge Online offers instant access to device data,
which makes it faster and easier for service teams to
troubleshoot issues and work out a solution. It includes
individualized perspectives on service needs and
remote support from experts, all over the world.
The service improves asset management by providing an
easy overview of installed base status and service history.
It also gives an indication when preventive maintenance
is due. Information that will ease the life for a biomed
and ensure equipment uptime.

From better insight comes improved efficiency
Our online service is a great example of the benefits that
connectivity brings to healthcare. By transforming small
information to big data, Getinge Online makes it easier
for clinicians and their team to adhere to protocol and be
more efficient and proactive. For example by viewing and
analyzing data like fresh gas flow and ventilation modes.
All in the interests of a hospital.

It gives the clinician the opportunity to define best
practice and use data as a training tool, for instance;
you can view a longer timeline to identify trends, compare
year-to-year data and much more. Anytime. Anywhere.
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How does Getinge Online work?

Service and equipment data from connected
devices is securely transferred to a server.
You login to the Getinge Online customer
portal to view and analyze data from a
role-based dashboard.
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Getinge is a leading global provider of innovative solutions for operating rooms, intensive care units, hospital wards,
sterilization departments and for life science companies and institutions. Based on our firsthand experience and close
partnerships, we are improving the everyday life for people - today and tomorrow.
The brochure is intended to provide information to an international audience outside of the US.
Depending on national regulations, the product offering and indications can differ from market to market, please check
with your local Getinge sales team. The presented values are for demonstration only and do not reflect a real clinical case.
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QR code to Getinge Onlines web
page for acute care products.

